
 

FACULTY MEETING MINUTES 
Aquatic and Fishery Sciences 
Tuesday, November 7, 2017| 11:30 AM | FSH 203 
 
 

CALL TO ORDER (André Punt) 

The meeting was called to order at 11:30AM 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

1. Staff awards will be awarded at SAFS Holiday party – call for nominations. 
2. JISAO and SeaGrant Directors are retiring this year. 

  
REPORTS 

1. Staff Report | Ann Corboy 

 Nothing to report. 
2. Facilities Report | Ann Corboy 

 Nothing to report   
3. Undergraduate Report | André Punt 

 Adam Summers is considering what resources students need for complex 
data analysis and is considering an STF to meet this need. If you are 
interested in this, talk with Luke. 

4. Graduate Report | Tim Essington 

 We are working to update lab policy documents/expectations for students 
and the possibility of a self-evaluation that students complete in collaboration with their supervisor. 
Tim will be following up on this in winter quarter. 

5. Computing Report | Steve Roberts 

 Nothing to report. 
6. Current Issues at the College Council | Chris Anderson 

 The College Council has approved the revision of CoEnv by-laws. Watch for an email requesting 
review and vote of SAFS faculty. 

OTHER ISSUES 
1. FINS l Yaamini Venkataraman 

 There are currently 12-15 active members with many responsibilities. FINS would like faculty to 
encourage students to participate actively in FINS. 

 Need a process for consideration of additional requests to FINS. 
2. Outcomes of the SAFS Town Hall Meeting | Tim Essington 

 An anonymous survey was used to gather topics. 

 A top concern seems to be SAFS policies on discrimination and harassment. 

 Had high attendance; every seat in 102 was filled. 

 Status quo isn’t sufficient: need clarity on university policies; need to understand effort invested in 
preventive measures; need to consider impact of power balance on reporting mechanisms. 

 Outcomes: need clarity on what happens if something is reported; consensus is it would be useful 
for SAFS to establish a shared vision (code of conduct) of what a safe and equitable environment 
looks like; need clarity and possibly changes to reporting mechanisms (clear process to address 
issue of retribution, how to report “smaller” concerns?, process of identifying patterns); this issue 
involves everyone in the SAFS community, not just grad students. 

 Next step: coordinate an all-school meeting to continue this conversation and determine how to 
proceed. 

3. Supporting TA’s | André Punt 

 Following up from the retreat discussion, funding TA’s from our endowments will not solve our TA 
issue (intent of the bulk of our endowments does not include funding of TA’s). 

4. Communications Strategy l Trevor Branch   
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 There is a need for content to publish current information supporting SAFS research and student 
work. SAFS will consider options for adding a communications position. 

5. Post-doc vs grad students support l Julia Parrish 

 Have seen across the College a gradual reduction in numbers perhaps driven by decrease in 
research funding. 

 Increase in grad student salaries pushes the cost of a grad student closer to the cost of a post doc. 

 Can work with donor communities to provide more funding for grad students. 
6. Strategic Visioning l Postponed to next meeting. 

 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 

 
  

 
Meeting adjourned. 


